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Letter from the Chair
Dear delegates,
 Welcome to Space: The Final Frontier committee! My name is Alex Maisel, and I’ll be your 
chair for the eighth iteration of CIAC. For those of you who were at CIAC last year, welcome back, 
and of course welcome all first-timers. To give a quick background on myself, I’m a master’s student 
in the Statistics department, and I’ve been doing Model UN for nearly eight years. Last year, I 
served as CIAC’s Secretary-General and before that as its DG, so the conference is of course very 
near and dear to my heart, as I hope it will be to yours as well. Because I’ve been on Secretariat, this 
will be my first time chairing at CIAC (I’ve previously chaired our high school conference), and I’m 
looking forward to getting to know all of you! 
 The Final Frontier committee is shaping up to be one of the most exciting and dynamic 
crisis committees we’ve ever run. Set decades into the future, the traditional constraints of 
international relations, technology, and traditional warfare have been blurred, and it’s truly up to 
you as a committee what happens over the course of the conference weekend. Our wonderful 
crisis directors, Caleb and Sara, have put a ton of thought and creativity into this committee, and 
we’re all excited to see what you make of it! If you have any questions about the committee or the 
conference, please do not hesitate to contact me. I am excited to meet you all at CIAC VIII!
Best,
Alex Maisel
acm277@cornell.edu

Letter from the Crisis Director
Dear delegates,
  Welcome to space.  My name is Caleb Carmichael and I am excited to be your Crisis Director 
for the Space: The Final Frontier committee.  I have high hopes for this committee and hope that 
you are coming into this committee as ready as I am to have some fun.
Let me tell you a little about myself.  I am a Junior studying Biological Sciences with a 
concentration in Genetics.  I am also a pre-veterinary student.  In addition to Cornell’s International 
Affairs Society, I am also an active member in Cornell’s Debate in Science and Health Club, the 
Cornell Outing Club, the Seal and Serpent Society, and Army Reserve Officer Training Corps on 
campus.  I look forward to getting to know all of you better over the course of the weekend we 
have together.
This committee is a unique committee that has never before been done at Cornell.  It is my hope 
that we work to make the committee run as smoothly as possible for the benefit of everyone 
involved.  The goal of this committee, like any other crisis committee, is to form a fluid and hasty 
conversation between delegates and Crisis.  I promise that we will have highly motivated and hard-
working staffers working in our committee to achieve this goal.    The best part of this committee, 
in my opinion, is that a lot of committee aspects will be made up by the delegates.  It is my job 
for the weekend to embellish your ideas and incorporate them into the plan we have for the 
committee.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns you have from now until we meet in 
committee.
Sincerely,
Caleb Carmichael
cjc345@cornell.edu



General Background
Timeline

 It’s now 2070 and our planet Earth is indeed running out of space. Continuous land 
reclamations in East Asia and similar efforts in North/South America have not been able to satisfy 
the accelerating needs of 13 billion human beings. With global temperatures continuing to rise, 
most of the once-usable land is now beneath the ocean or is not suitable for agricultural or heavy 
industrial use. Too many skyscrapers and factories across the globe limit the development of 
ecological sustainability and raise safety concerns. 

 With artificial intelligence gradually taking over the majority of companies, traditional 
manufacturers seek help from their governments. In this committee, countries and companies 
will have to make decisions about how much of a role AI will play in their future, understanding its 
power and also its controversial nature.

 The international landscape in 2070 has become even more divisive. With the unification 
of North Korea and South Korea after the death of Kim Jung Doh in 2045, the triangle of 
Unified Korea, Japan, and China have reached a temporarily stabilized relationship, often pitted 
collectively against the United States. Continental European nations have come back toward 
mutual collaboration with one another, after a period of intense upheaval and shifting that began 
in 2016 and ended in 2040. The United Kingdom collaborates with some Commonwealth countries 
and, in tandem with Canada and India, aims to dominate Europe, America, and Asia. Interestingly, 
the status of Middle East and Africa seems unchanged in these decades, especially after major civil 
and regional wars in the 2010s-30s. 

 Again, in this committee, we set the timeline starting from 2070. At the beginning of each 
session, there will be updates on the date, geography/climate of the planet, conflicts in colonizing 
regions, and military/economic status of countries and companies. Delegate actions will largely 
determine the nature of these updates, along with large crises and surprises.

Mission Brief:
 An international team of scientists has found a planet in a nearby galaxy that appears to 
be habitable.  The planet has been informally named Planet 8.  The obvious next step in human 
history at this time is to colonize this planet if that is possible.  This body has been made up of 
private space exploration companies and many countries willing to aid in the mission.  Private 
companies have the technology and ability to build, while countries have the funding for these 
projects.  If colonization is possible, it will take a joint effort of public and private sectors.  Your job 
is to decide how exactly you will colonize and to send the proper personnel and equipment to 
accomplish this task.



Things to think about when planning the mission:

• Working together- No country or company can send a colony to the planet alone, but all 
companies and countries do not have to work together.  Multiple colonies can be sent by 
multiple groups as long as the funding exists.

• Legality- What are the laws governing outer space?  If a colony is sent to Planet 8, who has 
authority over that colony?

• Resources- The planet has some useful resources.

 Petroleum- Petroleum can be refined to power the machines or anything else you will need  
 on the colony.

 Iron Ore- Iron is a valuable material.  It can refined into pure iron or steel and used as a   
 building material or anything else.

 Gold- Gold is rare and expensive on Earth, but some places on the planet have rich gold  
 deposits.

 Diamonds- Diamonds are rare and expensive on Earth, but some places on the planet have  
 rich diamond deposits.  Diamond's hardness may also be useful.

 Fresh water- Fresh water is necessary for a colony.  Population of the colony determines  
 how much food and water the colony will need.

 Arable land- Arable land allows for plants to grow.  Population of the colony determines  
 how much food and water the colony will need.

• Purpose- What is the purpose of the colonies? Are they sent to be an experimental colony to 
see if it is possible? Will they be forging the path for more people in the future?  Is the purpose 
of the colony something else?  Think about the purpose of the colony and decide what kind of 
equipment or anything else they need.

• Personnel- The purpose of your colony decides what type of personnel you will need (i.e. 
construction, miners, medical, generic colonists, military, research, etc.).

• Sustainability of the colony-  If you send a colony, you must allow them to have supplies to 
last or a way that they can sustain themselves on the planet (i.e. energy source, food, water, 
oxygen, etc.).

• Transportation- You must construct rockets to get the colony to the planet, but once the 
colonists are there they must be able to transport themselves.  Use the planet and island 
profiles to decide the most efficient means of transportation.

• Defense- While the planet description is comprehensive, there are always unknowns.  Your 
committee may send multiple colonies to the planet that may not get along.  How will the 
colony defend itself against threats to the colony (physical, human, disease, etc.)?



Planet Description:
 Initial unmanned spaceflights have come back with very accurate planet description.  It 
is relatively the same size and mass as Earth meaning the gravity is also relatively the same. It is 
about the same distance from its star.  It has no moons.  The entire planet is mostly water, covered 
in one large ocean.  This ocean is very salty, composed of 15% sodium chloride and potassium 
chloride by weight.  The ocean contains eight known islands strewn throughout the surface of the 
planet, each with a unique climate, terrain, and set of resources.  Temperatures on the planet range 
from -150°F at the poles to 150°F at the equator.  The atmosphere is composed of 90% N2, 7% O2, 
3% CO2 and other inert gasses.  This air is not suitable for humans to breath for more than about 
an hour, but it is suitable for plants to grow.  There are no known carbon lifeforms on the planet 
(no trees for building, no plants or animals to eat).  Farming can be achieved in some places with 
simple manipulation of the soil.

Island Profiles
(The islands are numbered from largest to smallest where 1 is the largest and 8 is the smallest)

• Island 1- Located on the northern pole of the island.  This island is completely covered by ice, 
but there is solid ground underneath the ice.  The ice means that this island has an abundance 
of freshwater, but no arable land.  It is suspected that there is an abundance of iron, gold and 
petroleum beneath the frozen ground that will be difficult to extract.

• Island 2- Located in a temperate zone. It has an average climate ranging from cold to hot with 
an average amount of rainfall.  This island has a small amount of gold and diamonds, but a 
moderate amount of iron and petroleum.  Fresh water and arable land are plenty on this island.

• Island 3- Located in a temperate zone. It has an average climate ranging from cold to hot with 
an average amount of rainfall.  This island has a massive abundance of iron.  It has a small 
amount of petroleum as well.  This island is very mountainous meaning it is hard to traverse, 
and it only a small amount of arable land.  It has plenty of freshwater.

• Island 4- Located on the equator.  This island is a desert with extremely high temperatures.  It 
has an abundance of diamonds and a small amount of petroleum.  There is no water or arable 
land on this island.

• Island 5- Located in a temperate zone.  It has an abundance of freshwater and arable land, and 
small amounts of gold, diamonds, and iron.

• Island 6- Located in a very warm zone.  It has plenty of freshwater and arable land, and a 
moderate amount of gold, iron, petroleum, and diamonds.

• Island 7- Located in a very cold zone.  This is the most iron rich island, but it is very 
mountainous.  It is hard to traverse and has very little arable land and freshwater.

• Island 8- Located in a temperate zone.  This is the smallest island.  This is a dessert that is the 
most petroleum-rich island.  There is no arable land or freshwater on this island.



Key Technologies

Solar Sails
 While jet propulsion systems were very effective for short distance space travel, new 
methods of travel were necessary for the long distances to avoid running out of fuel. Solar sails, a 
recently implemented form of space travel captures solar energy and use it for propulsion. Using 
radiation pressure, spaceships are “pushed” through space allowing them to travel a theoretically 
infinite amount of time. This happens because light is made up of tiny, high energy particles called 
photons, which in some circumstances behave like atomic particles. When light strikes a reflective 
surface, the photons are reflected straight back like any other normal particle. In the process, they 
transmit their momentum to the surface, pushing it forward. Solar sails are typically massive and 
need to be millions of square meters to obtain the force necessary to propel a ship. Fortunately, 
systems have been developed to assemble these directly in space, making them a very practical 
option for long distance space travel.

Several advanced technologies have been developed that makes efficient and effective space 
travel and colonization accessible for many nations. 

Robotics
 Founding a colony on a distant planet requires navigating rough terrain, searching for 
water, air and building materials. Thus, advanced robots have been developed to help human 
explorers scope out the available resources and lay the groundwork for a settlement. For 
example, rovers or more advanced vehicles can work on construction projects, aiding humans 
in maintaining equipment, and working basic societal functions. Other robots might be used for 
scientific research: drilling and testing soil samples to look for usable oxygen, water etc. 

Laser Communication
 Laser Communications Relay use laser beams to transfer data between spacecraft 
and stations on Earth at 100s of Mbps. Laser communications, like fiber optics, sends digital 
information through pulses of light. Since light travels through the atmosphere at the quickest 
possible rate (the speed of light!), this allows large amounts of digital information to be transferred 
near instantaneously from traveling spaceships and far away planets. Carefully positioned optical 
transceivers must be placed on all planets and ships to communicate with each other.  

Artificial Gravity Chambers
 In contained areas, methods can be used to mimic the effects of gravity through the 
creation of an inertial force that mimics the effects of a gravitational force. Using centripetal force, 
a pulling effect towards the "floor" that would mimic the effects of gravity. This allows indoor 
spaces to have gravity roughly the same experience as walking on earth. 

Food Growth
 Aeroponic crops are grown from special seeds suspended in the air in plastic frames, 
instead of being planted and fertilized with chemicals. Studies have shown that aeroponically 
grown plants actually absorb more minerals and vitamins than ones grown in the ground, making 
them potentially more nutritious, according to NASA. Test-tube meat, grown in strips from stem 
cells in a laboratory have also proven as effective sources of protein and other nutrients not



Positions:
Companies

• Astrium- Astrium is a European multinational aerospace and defense company.  It is a 
subsidiary of Airbus Group.  Historically, Astrium has been Europe’s largest defense contractor 
and private space corporation.

• Nalubaale Aerospace- Nalubaale Aerospace is a joint Ugandan-Kenyan space company that 
is relatively new.  Nalubaale does not have a long history or as many successes as the other 
space companies, yet it has a lot of promising space technology. While based in Uganda and 
Kenya, it is the only private space company in Africa, so it serves nearly every African country in 
terms of space contracting.  Nalubaale started as a defense company and still provides defense 
contracts.  Nalubaale’s proximity to the equator means that it has the best launch complexes in 
the world.  

• Space-X- Space-X is the pioneer in space contracting.  It is the largest and undeniably the most 
successful space company.  Space-X is based in the United States of America.  It has more 
flights to space than every other space company combined.

• RSC Energia- S. P. Korolev Rocket and Space Corporation Energia is the oldest private aerospace 
company.  It was the primary contractor for the Soviet Union in the mid to late 20th century.  
RSC Energia has been Asia’s and Russia’s largest aerospace and defense contractor.  

• CASC- (see China; one delegate will be representing both China and CASC in this committee)

• Planetary Resources, Inc.- Planetary Resources is a space mining company.  It mines resources 
from asteroids and nearby moons.  There is a great controversy about its decision to set 
up mining colonies on Mars.  Planetary Resources has talked about wanting to exploit the 
newly discovered Planet 8 for resources.  Planetary Resources will not be represented in this 
committee, but they may be an important factor.

typically found in vegetables. Due to these advancements, as well as fast travel time from earth to 
other planets, virtually all food is accessible to space travelers.

Countries
• African Union- The African Union has decided to send a representative for the entire continent.  

Africa’s space programs are headed and predominantly funded by Kenya, Uganda, Egypt, South 
America, and Nigeria.  The African Union almost exclusively has had contracts with Nalubaale 
Aerospace.  Many countries have also worked with China and CASC.  Collectively, the African 
Union is giving $18 trillion to this mission.

• Argentina- Along with Brazil, Argentina has been the only South American country to invest in 
a space program.  While not renowned or holding many accomplishments in the  field of space 
exploration, Argentina is very willing to assist with this mission.  Argentina has worked with 
Brazil on space travel in the past.  The government has allotted a budget of $11 trillion that 
they are willing to give to this mission.



• Australia- Australia has always been a background member in the area of space travel.  It works 
closely with European countries and has had contracts with Space-X and Astrium.  Australia has 
a budget of $11 trillion that they are willing to give to this mission.

• Brazil- Brazil is the country with the most successful space program in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  Brazil has historically worked with Argentina and had contracts with Space-X 
and Astrium.  The Brazilian government is not thrilled about the idea of this mission and would 
rather deal with issues on Earth.  Because of this sentiment, Brazil is only willing to give $5 
trillion toward this mission.

• Canada- Canada has had a very successful space program since the late 20th century.  Working 
closely with the United States and United Kingdom, Canada has been involved in some 
capacity with every great space accomplishment since 2020.  Canada has had contracts with 
Nalubaale, Astrium and Space-X.  Canada has a budget of $10 trillion that they are willing to 
give to this mission.

• China/CASC- China’s space program has slowly become the most successful space program in 
the world, having surpassed the United States a decade ago.  China has the best technology, 
the most funding, and the most amazing accomplishments in terms of space travel.  China 
Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC) is a state owned company that is 
the main space and defense contractor for China.  China has been huge competitors with 
the United States and Space-X for over 50 years, so it is unlikely they will be willing to work 
together.  China and CASC together are putting up $35 trillion toward this mission.  (One 
delegate will be representing both China and CASC in this committee.)

• European Union- The European Union operates almost like one country at this point, and 
many people mistake them for one.  Europe has always been prominent in space technology 
backed by the funding and research of France, Germany, and Italy.  The European Union almost 
exclusively contracts with Astrium, but works with other nation such as Australia and the 
United States.  The European Union is willing to give $25 trillion to this mission.

• India- Due to its small nuclear war with Pakistan, India has sanctions preventing the 
construction of rockets of any type,  including for space travel.  India’s space program has 
suffered from these sanctions, but it has been able to get around them by contracting with 
RSC Energia who does not adhere to these sanctions.  India can only give $5 trillion for the 
completion of this mission, but also works closely with the United Kingdom, Canada, and 
United States to accomplish its extraterrestrial goals..

• Iran- After running out of oil in 2035, Iran went through a massive economic crisis.  To solve the 
crisis, the Iranian government privatized state owned industries and invested in banking.  Iran 
recovered and is one of the most economically and politically stable countries in the world with 
a large GDP from manufacturing and foreign banking.  Iran does not have a space program, but 
is willing to give $16 trillion for this mission.

• Israel- Israel has always had a strong interest is space and defense.  Israel’s space program is 
very small and historically unsuccessful.  Israel has strengthened ties with Iran over the years, 
but its only real ally is the United States.  Regardless, Israel has a budget of $15 trillion that they 
are willing to give to this mission.



• Japan- Japan’s space program has worked closely with China to become very successful.  Japan 
has been known to use its superior cyber technology to attack other nations at the ostensible 
opposition of the United States, China, and Europe.  Japan has a budget of $18 trillion that they 
are willing to give to this mission.

• Korea- After officially reunifying in 2045, Korea is still dealing with political turmoil and 
completing reunification.  Internationally, Korea has close ties with China and the United 
States.  Both countries threaten Korea to break ties with the other country, to no avail.  Korea 
is a valuable ally for both nations, so it is unlikely that the United States or China will follow 
through on their threats.  Korea has $11 trillion to give to this mission.

• Russia- Historically, Russia has had a successful space program.  Russia has contracted 
exclusively with RSC Energia for space travel and has worked with China and the United States 
infrequently in the past.  Russia has a budget of $20 trillion that they are willing to give to this 
mission.

• Ukraine- Ukraine’s space program is new and supported greatly by Russian technology and 
research.  Ukraine has not launched anything into space yet, but is slated to launch its first 
satellite next year.  Ukraine is very willing to assist this mission with a donation of $10 trillion.

• United Kingdom- After leaving the European Union in 2016, the UK has dropped off the stage 
as a world superpower.  The United Kingdom’s space program is still functioning, but it is 
not what it once was.  The UK has worked closely with the United States, Australia, and the 
European Union.  The United Kingdom is putting up $15 trillion for this mission.

• United States- The United States’ space program prides itself with always being able to do what 
others do better.  The US space program has fallen behind China’s in the past decade, but fierce 
competition still exists between the two nations.  The United States has historically worked 
closely with Korea, Europe, and Australia.  The United States has more private space companies 
than any other nation, but primarily contracts with Space-X.  The United States has a budget of 
$25 trillion that they are willing to give to this mission.

A note about positions:
Remember that this is the future, so positions are very loosely designed.  For the most part, your 
country’s/company’s position is up to you.  As long as you do not do anything outrageous or make 
up events without the permission of crisis, then you can do what you desire.  Even though the 
positions give some alliances or historical partnerships, these do not have to remain this way in 
committee.  Please remember that countries and companies seek to benefit themselves or their 
people (i.e. companies like to see profits).
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